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CEO Board Report 

Meeting - 24th August 2016 

1.0 Industry News 

No report. 

2.0 Regulatory Compliance & Legislative Changes 

a. Annual Compliance Register – refer to noting paper 7.1. 

b. Compulsory Reporting Event – Elder Abuse – instigated by a family member.  

Report was made to both Department of Social Services and the Queensland 

Policy.  No further action required as client was on respite and has discharged 

back into the community.  The alleged offender was the son of the client. 

c. Notification of Change in Key Personnel, Director of Nursing – usually 

generates a support contact visit from the Accreditation agency. 

d. Appropriate reporting was in place outbreak management last month – Q 

Health. 

 

e. Fire Pump Capital Works 

The new diesel fire pump has been commissioned and signed off the QFES.   At the 

last meeting I went into great detail to explain the systemic failure of our 

underground pipes and the methodology for rectification and that time we had 

discovered 9 leaks.  The works onsite continued for several more weeks and in the 

end there were a total of 11 water leaks rectified before the system would hold the 

required pressures for 2 hours to get the regulators sign off.   

I am still yet to receive a final invoice from Paynter Dixon but at a recent Design 

Meeting a detailed itemised fee document was presented that totalled $137K 

inclusive of GST.  This amount does not include any project management fee, 

normally 10%, that PD will apply. 

Needless to say I was quite shocked at the final bill as I was thinking worst case 

scenario would be close to $90,000.  It is fair to say that there has been a definite 

lack of consultation with Benevolent throughout this work.  PD did meet with PCG 

members but not until quite late in the process and I certainly found it difficult to get 

information about expenditure all the way through the process. 

The plumbers that were used to commission the fire pump were retained by PD to 

find the leak, or what they thought initially was just one leak.  The plumber came 

from Bundaberg and BAC has therefore incurred extra costs for travel and 

accommodation.  BAC was not given the option of using a local plumber.   

An insurance claim has not yet been submitted as we do not have a final invoice for 

works completed.  I have notified our Insurance Broker and discussed the exclusions 

in our policy.  I had also discussed the wording of PD’s Summary Report that I 
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intended to submit to the insurer and he pointed out a couple clauses that might lead 

assessors to categorising our works as coming under an exclusion clause.   

Basically our policy excludes anything that could be considered “wear & tear”, faulty 

workmanship or design.   Once the Insurer receives our claim an assessor will be 

appointed. 

I would like to discuss the next steps with the Board in relation to PD invoices and 

the insurance claim.  I recognise we need to run our business integrity, but also with 

prudent business judgements.   

Discussion points:- 

 Due to the size of PD bill, I have asked Brant Wood to review PD documents 

to establish whether fair and reasonable amounts are charged out for items 

such as labour, travel and accommodation.  We intend to challenge some of 

the rates quoted (if too expensive) and potentially some of the 

accommodation costs.  If Benevolent was fully consulted and aware of the 

travel cost component, we might have queried the use of out of town tradies 

however we were not even consulted on this point. 

 I have further requested to get a final invoice from PD to submit to Insurer.  

We will submit this invoice, but that is not necessarily what we will pay PD. 

 I have sent an email to PD requesting that we further review the original 

summary report to remove clauses that may put us in the “exclusion” zone for 

the insurer.   

3.0 Risk Management / Significant Issues 

3.1 Desktop ACFI Audit – Palliative Care Client 

 Departmental validators conducted a desktop review of one client where we 

claimed palliative care and we were unable to substantiate the claim.  Funding 

will be clawed back to the time of the initial claim. 

 We have had two further requests for desktop reviews of palliative care 

clients.  I have had our ACFI consultant review the packs prior to sending 

them to the department.  Once again we found errors however she feels that 

we can substantiate the claim. 

 As previously advised, we had an external consultant audit our entire ACFI 

system and we found systemic issues and this was related to substandard 

work on the clinical side.  An Action Improvement Plan is already in place. 

3.2 Risks/Workloads/Priorities  

During the last month, we have had what you might call the perfect storm to navigate 

through.  This storm was brought about by several contributory factors:- 

1. Unexpected resignation of DON  

2. Already pre-booked leave with existing Registered Nurses 
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3. Outbreak of Noro Virus (week prior to 150th  celebration) 

4. ACFI Audit Report – high risk (financial, legal, approved provider status, 

reputation) – not only detailed ACFI was not being optimised and that there 

were systemic failings but that in fact we could be considered as inadvertently 

committing fraudulent claims.   

5. Dynamic Care Plan Project – poor implementation, not from Kylie Radburn’s 

end, but from internal issues.  This has led to inadequate resources/training 

which meant that only a third of the Care Plans had been converted to the 

new version Care Plans.  Effectively we are still running two systems 

concurrently and we didn’t have the resources to fix the problem.   Risk – 

clinical risk, accreditation non compliances, feeds into ACFI funding system. 

6. Lack of resources to do “business as usual” activities eg. audits, staff 

appraisals.  Risk – moderate – could lead to failure of Accreditation 

Outcomes. 

7. 150 Year celebrations 

8. Intensive Design Meeting schedule for Stage 5 that has had extra time 

pressure constraints. 

9. Industrial issues with staff 

We have worked through what the main risks and priorities were and established an 

action plan to address all the issues, on the clinical side in particular.  I appointed an 

Acting DON and Helen Cleary is doing a great job, however she was relatively 

inexperienced. 

The issue was not having enough resources to rectify the problems on the clinical 

side.   Sue McLeod and I worked through the staffing issue and we opted to employ 

a Temp agency nurse at great expense for 6 weeks.  Additionally I have retained an 

ACFI consultant to work with our team to provide education and implement systems.  

Colleen Davis will have an ongoing support role over the next couple of months as 

we systematically work through a priority list to move ACFI claims upwards.  Kylie 

Radburn will also be working with us to provide more training to the Registered 

Nurse in the new Dynamic Care Planning system.   

The Board will note increased spending on consultants but I had to rectify the 

situation and risks on the clinical side.  I felt the risk was high enough to throw 

substantial resources at it.  Our risk register has been updated to reflect the risks we 

are actively treating. 

5.0 Staffing 

5.1 Resignation of Director of Nursing 

The Board will recall at our June meeting I had discussed performance issues with 

the Director or Nursing Audrene Clark.  One was the poor implementation of our 

ICARE Dynamic Care Planning Project and secondly was an external audit report by 

an ACFI consultant detailing systemic issues.   
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I had sent Audrene a meeting request to discuss the ACFI Audit Report and a 

second request to conduct a Performance Review, which was due later in the month 

but I moved the date forwards as  I felt there were serious work performance issues 

that I needed to address.  That was on the Friday afternoon.   

On Monday morning she resigned only giving only two weeks’ notice stating she 

could not manage the stress of the position and that the role had changed to be less 

clinical and more paperwork.    Being a longer term employee under her contractual 

arrangement she was only required to give two week’s notice. 

Although there is some short term pain, I believe in the mid and long term it is a good 

thing that we have new blood and a change in direction.  Someone new in the role 

will look with fresh eyes and have different ideas.  Already there is a change in 

culture and I think we are achieving better results and making great improvements 

already. 

I do acknowledge that the DON role is one of great responsibility and despite the 

circumstances of Audrene’s departure, she did give 19 years of her life to the home 

and the Board might like to consider some form of recognition. 

We have engaged an external recruitment consultant to generate an applicant pool 

and screen applicants for short listing.  There is a definite difficulty in attracting high 

calibre applicants into regional areas and usually staff working locally for other 

providers will not actively seek employment elsewhere unless they are somewhat 

unhappy.   

We have 3 applicants, 1 of which is internal.  The panel interviewed all applicants 

and there is a suitable applicant that I will conduct a second interview with and if that 

goes well I will appoint her.  It would be preferable to get a new person on board as 

soon as possible and I will be setting some very clear parameters and deliverables 

around this position. 

5.2  Use of Temp Staff 

Due to the unexpected departure of the DON and already pre booked annual leave 

within the Registered Nurse team, for the first time we have had to engage a contract 

nurse at a rate of $90 per hour for 6 weeks.  Although this is an expensive staffing 

option, it is my role to manage risk to the organisation and having one extra staff 

member has helped us with resident care and shift coverage. The cost has been 

included in the budget. 

5.3 Recruitment 

As we have been unsuccessful recruiting for Registered Nurses locally, we have also 

engaged a Recruitment company to help source staff.  Once again, these are costs 
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that we aren’t use to paying.  To date the company has not provided a candidate that 

we would be satisfied with for a Level One Registered Nurse and the fee for 

assisting to recruit a DON is $15,000. 

6.0 Strategic Plan  

Strategic Planning 

Given the significant expenditure on the pending Stage 5 building project I propose 

the Board consider whether it is prudent to not only review the current Strategic Plan 

and to also carefully review the strategic merit of project 5 particularly in relation to 

value and benefits. 

Our project needs to either:- 

 Deliver benefits – what are they? 

 Solve a problem -  Is there one?  

 Exploit an opportunity 
 
Based on an alignment with Benevolents' Strategic Plan the above provide the 
"terms of reference" for project proposals.  However our plan was developed two and 
half years ago.  
 
The Board and Management should be challenged and must be able to defend 
vigorous critical analysis of:- 

 If it doesn't align with strategic objectives why would we do it? 

 Any examination of purported benefits etc. is in the context of value.  That is 
Cost V's Benefit.   Have we reviewed this given the scope creep? 

 Why are we doing this project? And, 

 Why are we doing it this way? 
 
If we don’t challenge ourselves the alternative is surrounding the Board with 
sycophants or those whose role it is to only deliver the project or may benefit directly 
from the project. Eg Paynter Dixon. 
 
Report Against Strategic Plan 
 

Governance and Leadership 
 

 
1. Board Matters Recommendation Report – August Agenda 

 

Operational Performance 

 
1.  Stage 5 Development 

 
a. Project Manager 

 
Following on from David Frost’s suggestion we sourced a fee proposal from Brant 
Wood from BRP Project Management and subsequently initially retained Brant to 
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primarily assist with the negotiation of the GMS Contract, produce tender documents 
to retain a Quantity Surveyor and assist in a Value Management workshop. 
 
David Frost and I met with Brant in Brisbane and then we subsequently organised a 
meeting for the PCG to be briefed in the contractual documents and to clarify Brant’s 
role going forwards.  The PCG Committee members voted to retain role in a Project 
Manager role throughout the entire project.  Refer to Flying Minute attached. 
 
Already Brant has been able to deliver results:- 

 Contractual documents  – increased protection for BAC and management of 
risks 

 Challenging Design Decisions by PD 

 Produced tender documents, assessed fee proposals, negotiated and 
engaged Quantity Surveyor – Neil Richardson, a local to the region and a QS 
that has worked on BAC previous jobs.   

 Assisting CEO to sort out multiples issues with IT Integrity. 
 

b.  Design Meetings 
 
We are now at the end of the Design stage, although there were some areas that 
were not completely documented.  PD states that should not affect GMS contract 
pricing.  Brant has repeatedly pushed PD to be very specific in their Room Data 
sheets and to use minimal provisional sum pricing.  As Board members are aware 
there has been a massive scope creep throughout this Design process and some 
trade offs along the way.   

 
c.  GMS Pricing 

 
PD are meeting with the PCG prior to the Board meeting on Wednesday 24th August 
2016 to present the GMS offering.  Once we have received their offer, which will be 
documented in both the plans and Description of Works, our QS will conduct an 
assessment.  Brant is well across construction costs for residential aged care and he 
has already crunched some numbers and has stated that the numbers do not add up 
for this project on the basis of the preliminary budget given by PD.   We have 
requested pricing prior to the meeting but PD are playing cards close to chest. 
 

d.  Value Management Workshop 
 
It is normal to run a Value Management Workshop if a project comes in too 
expensive or over budget.  PD was not given a budget to commence with and hence 
they have designed on a brief that was worked up as we progressed through the 
consultations.  It turned into a complete operational review and because BAC is a 
brownfield site we are incurring extra costs trying to bolt in the new to the old. 
 

Quality Management & Systems 

 
1. ICARE Clinical Software – Version 5  

 
Current Action Plan to complete implementation.   
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People 

 
No report against Strategic Plan.   
Staff attrition rates have improved.  Refer to HR KPIs, noting paper. 
 
 

Stakeholders 

 
1) Logo Review – Presentation to the Board by FM Studios on the 22nd June 

2016 and feedback was given to Bronwyn to go and make some changes and 
give some more options.  Bronwyn has provided a second update for Board 
feedback.   

 
We anticipate we will develop a new colour scheme for the new build, however we 
stuck with the blue roof on the existing building and brown/red trim due to costs.   
The logo colours should be congruent with external colour scheme.   
 
Getting a decision on the logo is important as we need the logo prior to:- 

 Organise new signage 

 Ordering new uniforms 

 Refreshing our website 

 Ordering marketing materials 
 
 

2) 150th Anniversary  
 
Budget report will be available at the meeting.   Feedback generally has been very 
good.  There were certainly some areas we would do different if we did it again but 
overall everybody we spoke to said they had a great time.  We have had an increase 
in admission enquiry over the last month or so. 
 

 

Alison Moss 

Chief Executive Officer 

19th August 2016 


